The electrochemical deposition of Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) is an interesting technique to synthesise adherent, microporous layers on top of conductive substrates. The technique can be subdivided in two approaches: anodic and cathodic deposition. While the mechanism of the cathodic approach has already been well investigated, at least for MOF-5, up to now not much is known about the anodic approach. In this paper, a four-step mechanism is proposed to better understand the anodic deposition, and the same MOF used for the investigation, HKUST-1, is also deposited cathodically to compare the two approaches. This study focuses on how nucleation starts and proceeds, on the influence of the potential applied, the stresses in the growing layers, and the origin of defects like delamination and MOF detachment. The study is followed by critical considerations on the methods and on the technique, together with suggestions and guidelines to synthesise new MOF layers.
Introduction
Functionalisation of surfaces is an important topic in materials science. The functionalisation often involves the addition of a second material, a coating, which can be synthesised and applied in many ways, depending on its nature and characteristics (melting temperature, solubility, conductivity…) and those of the substrate. The application (or formation) of porous coatings is appealing for many reasons: particles or molecules can be pre-loaded in the pores changing the optical (dyes), catalytic (catalytic particles/molecules), tribologic (lubricants) properties of the surface, or, alternatively, the coating itself can act as a host for molecules present in the environment, behaving like a membrane or a filter.
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are a novel class of materials with very high porosity. These compounds are based on metal (or metal-oxygen) centres, connected by organic linkers to form light and hollow 1D, 2D or 3D structures. 1, 2 The choice of many possible metals and a virtually infinite number of linkers, make them extremely tuneable and adjustable for different applications. 3 MOF structures are obtained by selfassembly of the organic linkers with the metal ions, typically supplied in a solvent as a weak organic acid and a metal salt, respectively. MOF can be shaped as layers with a vast array of methods, from direct drop casting of MOF crystals dispersed in a solvent to the more laborious layer by layer deposition. 4 These mesoporous layers have been tested for several applications, 5 for example luminescent MOFs showed promising results in molecule detections, 6 while MOFs with specific pore dimensions can be used for gas separation and storage, 7, 8 and a good combination of active sites and pore dimensions may be very interesting for the field of catalysis. 4 The electrochemical method used in industry to produce MOFs is based on the delivery of the metal ions electrochemically by anodic dissolution, avoiding the use of salts and reducing the synthesis time. 9 Ameloot et al. reported that this technique can be used to electrodeposit MOF coatings anodically if the formed coordination polymers assemble on the anodic surface. 10, 11 As said above, the synthesis of MOF films is very important for a wide range of applications, 12 and in particular anodically synthesised MOF layers have been successfully tested for humidity, 3 explosives, 13 oxygen and glucose sensing, 14 and gas separation. 15, 16 As shown in recent publications, these layers are compact and well adherent, 17 and if synthesised under certain conditions, they can be more than one crystal layer thick. 15 Moreover, they are expected to have the same properties of the crystals formed in solution, but exceptions have been reported. 18 Still, several questions about the deposition mechanism remain unresolved; For example some researchers claim the possibility to electrochemically synthesise well known MOFs like MIL-53(Al) in the form of powders, but the impossibility to make layers. 19 Moreover, in order to grow thick MOF layers anodically it is important to know whether the MOF growth takes place below or on top of the already formed coating. This has implications for the adhesion of the layers, because if the layers grow at the MOF-solution interface, the adhesion between the MOF layer and the substrate will eventually be lost as the MOF layer gets undercut by the dissolution of the substrate. Another possible occurrence is that a different phase without linker, like an oxide or hydroxide, might form at the MOF-substrate interface, equally undermining the layer adhesion. In fact, delamination defects due to delamination of the MOF layers synthesised with the electrochemical technique have already been reported, but the origin of this phenomenon has not been explained yet. 16 After the anodic synthesis was reported, another electrochemical approach was developed: the cathodic approach. 20 This approach makes use of a solution containing all the starting components needed for the synthesis (metal ions and linker) and is based on the production of a "pro-base" at the cathode, for example nitrite ions from the nitrates already present in solution, which can react with the linker, deprotonating it. The abundance of metal ions attracted by the negative potential and of the deprotonated ligand triggers the self-assembly and precipitation of MOF crystals which might also pass via an oxide-hydroxide intermediate. 21 The mechanism of the cathodic synthesis has been recently extensively analysed, at least for MOF-5, an iconic MOF based on zinc(II) ions and terephtalic acid. 21 Moreover, Liu et al. electrodeposited films of rare earth based MOFs with the cathodic approach, yielding promising detectors and tuneable luminescent layers. 22, 23 In both cases the metal used is very unnoble, which allows, at least in theory, to electrodeposit pure MOF phases. In contrast, no investigations are available for noble metals with which the co-deposition with the MOF in the layer is expected to be unavoidable, but not necessarily a negative outcome. The mechanism of adhesion to the substrate of cathodically synthesised layers has been hardly explored: the only available data being a scratch test using UIO-66 layers. 24 But, since it was not the main focus of the paper, the synthesis parameters to obtain those layers have not been optimised, and the reason of the crystal adhesion to the substrate, or lack of it, has anyway not been explained yet.
In this paper we show that the anodic electrochemical nucleation and growth of MOF layers happens in four phases. Information about these four phases was obtained using different experimental techniques, e.g. Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (EQCM), a homemade laser curvature setup, Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) equipped with Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy (EDS). Most of the information was obtained with the electrochemically grown archetypical MOF HKUST-1 (Cu-BTC, based on copper and trimesic acid or H3BTC), but for some specific experiments were used derivatives of copper(II) isonicotinate (Cu-INA) with chlorine or fluorine atoms in position 2 of the linker ring. Moreover, we compare the two methods, anodic and cathodic, in order to describe the differences and the strong and weak points of the two. To do this we synthesised the same MOF (HKUST-1) cathodically in different conditions, unveiling new aspects of this technique. Lastly, we propose some guidelines and general suggestions which might be useful for other researchers who want to electrochemically deposit MOFs.
Experimental

Synthesis of HKUST-1
To study the influence of the solvent and the variation in crystals dimensions, HKUST-1 was synthesised electrochemically on thin copper meshes (99.98% copper, 8 µm thick with windows of ca 50 µm 2 , Precision Eforming, U.S.A.). Methanol (MeOH, Sigma Aldrich, 99.8%), ethanol (EtOH, VWR, 99.9%), and dimethyl-sulphoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) were used as solvents, typically with water as co-solvent. The linker for these synthesis mixtures was 1,3,5benzenetricarboxylic acid (trimesic acid, H3BTC, Sigma-Aldrich, 95%) in a concentration of 16 g/L (76 mM). Other synthesis details are reported in a recent paper. 25 To study the four phases of the electrodeposition, the same MOF was synthesised using copper-coated silicon wafers or platinumcoated quartz crystals (Testbourne, area 1.37 cm 2 ) as working electrodes. For the Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (EQCM) experiments, the platinum-coated faces of the vibrating crystals were first electroplated with copper. The electrochemical experiments were controlled by a galvanostat/potentiostat (EG&G, model 273 or Solartron SI 1287) and an EQCM apparatus (RQCM, Inficon). A 2 cm thick mask was placed in front of the working electrode to prevent edge effects. 26 A home-made Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) served as reference, and platinum foils (with different dimensions depending on the experiment but always larger than the surface of the working electrode) were used as counter electrodes. Except where stated otherwise, the solution consists of ethanol/water (67:33 vol%) with 10 g L -1 (48 mM) of H3BTC. 15 Experiments regarding the diffusion coefficient of copper ions in the solution were run with a platinum rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE, Pine Research Instrumentation, E7R8 Series). The disk diameter is 4.57 mm, and the inside and outside diameters of the ring are 4.93 mm and 5.38 mm, respectively. As counter and reference electrodes were used a platinum mesh and a home-made Ag/AgCl reference electrode. An Autolab 302N was used to control the electrochemical experiments. The diffusion coefficient used for the study of the anodic synthesis was calculated from RRDE data using the following formula:
where Ts is the transient time, ω (rpm) is the rotation speed, K is a constant depending on the geometry of the rotating ring-disk electrode (3.3 rpm*s for the RRDE used), and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the solutions, which is 1.97 10 -6 m 2 s -1 for 67 vol% ethanol in water. 27 The RRDE was plated with copper and used to measure the transient time at different rotation speeds in a solution based on ethanol/water (67:33 vol%) containing 10 g L -1 (48 mM) H3BTC. For each rotation speed, after a dwell time at open circuit potential, the disk was kept at +0.4 V vs ref. and the ring at -0.4 V vs ref.
In-situ stress measurements during MOF films growth were performed using a home-built laser curvature setup. 28 The setup consists of a red laser (R-30995, Newport) which is focused on a glass cantilever (D 263 Schott, 60 × 3 × 0.108 mm) coated with 250 nm of gold on one side. When stressed films are deposited on the gold-plated face, the cantilever bends and the laser beam is deflected. Laser beam deflection is measured using a duolateral Position Sensitive Device (PSD, DLS-20 by UTD Sensors Inc). The relation between the laser deflection and the force per unit width F/w is given by Stoney's formula:
where E, υ and t are Young's modulus, Poisson ratio and thickness of the cantilever. The length of the unclamped part of the cantilever is L, n is the refractive index of ethanol or air, D is the distance between the cantilever and the PSD, and d is the deflection of the laser beam at the PSD. To determine stresses in MOF films, first a 2 µm layer of copper was electrodeposited on the cantilever's gold-coated face causing tensile stress to arise. 29 As a blank, thin film stress was measured during dissolution of copper in an ethanol/water (67:33 vol%) electrolyte without H3BTC but with 10 g L -1 methyltributylammonium methyl sulphate (32 mM, MTBS, Sigma-Aldrich, 95%) to enhance the conductivity. The same experiment was repeated with the same electrolyte with 10 g L -1 of H3BTC (48 mM) and 10 g L -1 of MTBS (32 mM).
The experiments on the cathodic deposition were run in a three electrode set-up with a CH potentiostat (CH instruments, 600D). The electrolyte used is derived from the first work on cathodic MOF deposition and consists of: 10 g/L H3BTC (48 mM, 95% Sigma Aldrich), 24 g L -1 Cu(NO3)2•xH2O (100 mM, Sigma Aldrich), and 11 g L -1 NaBF4 (100 mM, Sigma-Aldrich) used as supporting electrolyte, dissolved in DMF/water (75:25 vol%). Fluorinated Tin Oxide (FTO) glass plates were used as working electrodes, platinum grids as counter, and a home-made Ag/Ag(Cryptand) + electrode was used as reference. 30 After synthesis the samples were gently dipped in acetone to wash away the synthesis liquor causing the loss of part of the crystals, but if dried without washing, these loosely attached crystals result in a non-adherent powdery layer.
Synthesis of Cu-INA, Cu-INA(Cl) and Cu-INA(F)
A different MOF, Cu-INA, was used to compare the results obtained with HKUST-1 regarding the growth of anodically deposited layers. The electrolytes used for the synthesis are the following: 5.8 mmol of ligand (714 mg of isonicotinic acid (HINA), or 818 mg of HINA(F) or 914 mg of HINA(Cl)), 1 g (32 mM) of MTBS in 100 mL of ethanol/water (50:50 vol%). 2-Chloropyridine-4-carboxylic acid (INA(Cl) 98%) and 2fluoropyridine-4-carboxylic acid (INA(F) 98%) were purchased from Matrix Scientific, while the pyridine-4-carboxylic acid (HINA, 99%) used is produced by Sigma-Aldrich. The depositions were run in a small (5 mL) two electrode set-up with different applied potentials vs the counter electrode (a platinum coil), for different durations, and always at 60 °C. Cu-INA was deposited at 3 V for 3 min, Cu-INA(Cl) for 4 min at 2 V, and Cu-INA(F) at 3 V for 4 min. The substrates used are copper plates with a surface of circa 1 to 2 cm 2 . The electrolyte mix is not soluble at room temperature and has therefore to be stirred at 60 °C for several minutes before a clear solution is obtained. Very important for the synthesis is to avoid dipping the copper plates in solution before the desired temperature is reached, since the contact of the copper surfaces with the electrolyte would start the reaction, leading to undesired phases.
Characterisation
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were done with a JEOL 6400, a FEI XL30, or a FEI-Nova NanoSEM 450. As MOFs are not conductive, the samples were sputtered before SEM observation with Pt/Pd in order to increase the conductivity and improve the imaging. FIB cross sections were taken with a Focus Ion Beam equipped FIB-NanoSEM FEI Nova 600 Nanolab, and no Pt/Pd coating was used for this technique. X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded with a Seifert 3003 T and with a Bruker D8 Discover.
Results and discussion
The mechanism of anodic MOF deposition
The electrodeposition mechanism we propose is shown in Figure 1 with a sketch and SEM pictures. It can be divided in four phases: nucleation, growth of islands, intergrowth and detachment. At the beginning, copper(II) ions are released in solution where the linker is present; when the critical concentration of reagents is reached, nuclei form in solution and on the surface (Phase I: Initial nucleation); these nuclei grow to micrometric-sized crystals on the surface next to and on top of each other (Phase II: growth of islands); new crystals keep on nucleating (progressive nucleation) and grow forming an intergrown layer (Phase III: Intergrowth). Lastly, parts of the MOF layer lose contact with the substrate and are released into the solution, aided by the internal stress in the MOF layer and the undercut of the crystals (Phase IIII: Detachment).
The phases are described in the following sections:
Phase 1: initial nucleation
During the initial phase, the metal substrate starts dissolving anodically in the solution containing the linker, and the first crystals nucleate on the electrode surface. The nucleation tends to start from defects of the substrate, but if a very flat surface (e.g. a copper-coated silicon wafer) is used, isolated nearly monodisperse crystals can be observed after nucleation ( Figure  1a ).
To better understand the initial phase of the process, the electrode variation in mass was studied during nucleation with an Electrochemical Quartz Micro Balance (EQCM, Figure 2 ). Using galvanic depositions it is observed that nucleation of HKUST-1 happens only after a certain lag time during which the mass of the electrode decreases ( Figure 2a ) in accordance with Faraday's law (assuming 100% current efficiency). This effect can be explained by the fact that a critical metal ion (and ligand) concentration (Cc) needs to be reached on the electrode surface to start the nucleation of the MOF phase. When the critical concentration is reached, the EQCM signal bends upward, corresponding to a net increase in the mass of the vibrating quartz crystal. A similar effect was reported earlier for phosphate conversion layers, 31 and the event can be isolated by subtracting the variation of mass due to the dissolution of copper (calculated using Faraday's law and assuming 100% current efficiency for the dissolution of copper), from the variation of mass measured at the electrode (Figure 2a ). Figure 2b shows EQCM plots taken during electrochemical depositions done at different current densities. It is evident that more time and more metal ions are needed to nucleate MOF crystals if lower current densities are used. At the lowest current densities, the nucleation threshold is never reached and the only thing happening in the timeframe of the experiment is the dissolution of the copper substrate in solution, and therefore the formation of MOF crystals as free crystals in solution and not as a coating. In the long term and at low currents, the acidity of the solution plays an increasing role and the dissolution of the substrate. Eventually a MOF coating may form on the electrode if enough copper is available, similarly to a "corrosion deposition" 15 or a "galvanic displacement". 32 It is possible to estimate the concentration of copper ions on the electrode surface using a one-dimensional diffusion equation (Fick's second law):
where c is the copper concentration, t the time, D the diffusion constant, and x the distance from the electrode. This assumes that free convection does not set-in during the time of the experiment or that the anode is facing upwards so that the density gradient is stable. If we take the initial concentration of copper ions in solution to be zero everywhere (c=0, x≥0, t<0), and assume that the flux of copper ions at the surface is related to the applied current density via Faraday's law: where J is the current density, n the valence of the ions, and F is the Faraday constant. The solution to equation (3) is given by:
With these data, equation (5) was used to estimate the critical copper concentration on the electrode surface. The distance (x) at the electrode surface is zero by definition, and the diffusion coefficient (D) was measured as reported below. The resulting critical concentrations (column 4 of Table1) are much lower than the concentration of copper source normally used in the solvothermal synthesis (0.1-0.2 mol L -1 1, 33, 34 ), but to the best of our knowledge no report has been published on the minimum concentration of Cu 2+ ions to start the synthesis. As can be seen from Table 1 , there is not a critical charge that has to be delivered to start the nucleation since with slower dissolution of ions in solution it is more difficult to reach the critical copper concentration. The diffusion coefficient used in Table 1 was calculated with equation (1) from the Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) data plotted as the transient time versus the inverse of the rotation speed in Figure 3 . The slope calculated from the transient times is 85.88 rpm*s (R 2 = 0.98), leading to a diffusion coefficient D of 1.12×10 -10 m 2 s -1 , circa one order of magnitude smaller than the value reported in literature for Cu 2+ ions in water at 25 ºC (1.43×10 -9 m 2 s -1 ). 35 Part of this difference is due to the higher viscosity of the ethanol/water mixtures in comparison to the pure liquids, 36, 37 while another fraction to the low ion concentration and ion coordination radius. Lastly, due to the electrodeposited copper on the disc, the geometry of the RRDE might be different (the disc radius might be larger) and therefore the K value used in equation (1) could be slightly different from the nominal one. When using the EQCM set up for sequential MOF deposition experiments (i.e. without stripping and depositing new copper), it was observed that after the first MOF crystals have nucleated, the deposition proceeds without the need for new nucleation (compare the encircled mass vs time transients in Figure 3 ).
This implies that no critical copper concentration needs to be reached when MOF crystals are already present on the surface, since they can either grow or act as nucleation sites. This behaviour is exemplified in the experiment illustrated in Figure  4 , where a galvanostatic deposition of HKUST-1 at 0.1 mAcm -2 was split in two parts separated by a period of 10 min during which no current was applied. During this interruption, the copper ions created near the surface of the anode in the first deposition step diffuse into the bulk, restoring the pre-synthesis conditions. After 10 min the current is applied again and, because HKUST-1 crystals are already present on the surface, the deposition continues immediately without a lag-time needed to reach the critical nucleation threshold.
Phase 2: growth of MOF islands
For several MOFs, including HKUST-1, it is observed that after the first nuclei are formed, new crystals tend to nucleate next to them, forming islands of intergrown MOF. This mechanism was previously observed in the synthesis of MIL-100(Fe) where crystals nucleate on top of the already present ones forming thick layers, 15 on a Zn-based MOF, 14 and in a recent paper on two Cu-based MOFs. 18 The tendency to nucleate new MOF crystals adjacent to existing ones, might be related to the fact that the current density around existing crystals is higher due to the resistance to the flow of current through the MOF crystal. Due to this, the current density and hence the local copper concentration increase in the immediate vicinity of existing crystals which, if the critical nucleation threshold is surpassed, will lead to the formation of new nuclei. 38 Moreover, the formation of islands might explain why it is not needed to reach the critical concentration to grow a layer when MOF crystals are already present on the surface, like in the experiment reported in Figure 4 . A common issue while measuring transient times with a copper electrode in a solution containing trimesic acid, is the tendency of MOF precipitation on the electrode with consequent partial passivation of the surface. The copper layer on the disk, which was rinsed in diluted nitric acid before every experiment to remove the MOF forming, had therefore to be completely stripped and redeposited every few experiments to avoid a drift to longer transient times due to surface passivation. To show more explicitly this occurrence, a MOF layer was deliberately grown on the disk surface (5 min 1.5 V vs ref.) and the same tests to measure the transient time were conducted. The resulting transient times (Ts) are plotted in Figure 3 , and it is evident how not only the Ts are longer, but also the fitting line does not intercept the origin of the graph. Therefore, the MOF layer contributes remarkably to the diffusion of copper ions, slowing them down and acting as an "apparent viscosity".
As already reported for the solvothermal synthesis of HKUST-1, 39 the nucleation during electrochemical synthesis of this MOF is progressive and extends well into the crystal growth phase. Therefore, while in the first seconds the crystals have almost all the same size, after the first minutes of synthesis big (grown) crystals and small just nucleated ones are present in the solvothermal bath. This behaviour was also observed in the electrochemical synthesis, as shown in Figure 5 : The size distribution of the crystals broadens with time, and the average size increases.
Phase 3: intergrowth
A very important phase of the deposition process is the third, the intergrowth. The crystals keep on nucleating on the electrode surface and in the meantime those already nucleated grow to dimensions of several microns, eventually forming a compact layer. Electrochemically synthesised MOF coatings are selfclosing since the crystals tend to cover all the metal surface still exposed rather than grow, for example, in a dendritic mode. Layer growth becomes favoured over the non-MOF covered parts of the electrode because the concentration of Cu 2+ ions becomes higher in those areas, making the conditions favourable for new nucleation and growth of existing adjacent crystals. The copper ions concentration becomes higher over the uncovered parts of the electrode because the MOF layer shields the underlying copper yielding (1) a higher ohmic drop (Ohmic) due to the resistance of the MOF layer, and (2), an increase in the concentration overvoltage (conc) since, due to the presence of the MOF, copper ions diffuse slower. The applied potential (E) on the copper electrode can be written as:
where E0 is the standard redox potential of copper, and activation is the activation overvoltage that drives the copper dissolution. The potential applied is the same on the whole electrode surface, but from equation (6) it can be deduced that over the uncovered areas, the activation overvoltage is higher, leading to a larger dissolution of copper ions and therefore favourable conditions for MOF nucleation and/or growth. Stresses arise in most electrodeposition processes, 40 and a home-made laser curvature device was built and used to measure the stresses occurring at the surface during MOFelectrodeposition. The cantilever used as working electrode for the experiments has a conductive face which was coated with copper, and a non-conductive one which is used to reflect a laser beam. Applying Stoney's formula (equation 2) it is possible to calculate the stress in the film. In the ESI is reported a graph showing the stress evolution in the copper film upon deposition of HKUST-1. A compressive stress arises from the first instants when the potential is applied. The compressive stress is partially due to the dissolution of the copper film which contains tensile stress 28, 29 and to the deposition of HKUST-1 crystals. A compressive stress is in good agreement with the appearance of most MOF layers and HKUST-1 ones in particular: the layers appear to be constituted by continuous films of intergrown crystals with good adhesion to each other, and while buckling of the layers can be observed, cracks have not been reported for this MOF. 17 As described already, MOF coatings can be synthesised electrochemically as one compact thin layer of intergrown crystals. 10 But if the conditions are favorable 15 or the synthesis is run for longer times, 16 the obtained layers are more than one crystal thick. As schematized in Figure 6 , once the substrate is fully covered, further growth of the MOF layer can happen either at the MOF-substrate interface, or at the MOF-solution interface.
Taking HKUST-1 as an example, a first approach to understand where the MOF layer grows once the substrate is fully covered is to look at the dimensions of the MOF micropores in comparison to the dimensions of the metal ions and linkers. The distorted octahedron characteristic of solvated copper(II) ions generated at the anode can pass through the MOF structure, since the hydrated copper(II) ions have a diameter of 0.456 nm, 41 while the pores of HKUST-1 have a size of 0.9  0.9 nm. 42 Indeed, the motion of small ions through MOF structures has already been shown in MOF-based batteries 43 and supercapacitors 44 electrodes, and the diffusion coefficient was calculated in the previous section. Another proof of the motion of metal ions through the MOF layers is the edge effect often observed in their synthesis: when no mask is used in front of the anode, MOF crystals grow only at the edges of the electrode, leaving bare copper in the centre, see ESI. In fact, if the layers were perfectly insulating and solvated ions could not go through them, the growth, from a macroscopic point of view, would start from the edges of the anode (where the current density is highest) and continue toward the centre, eventually covering the whole surface. Also, BTC 3molecules are expected to be too large to go inside the pores since the minimum calculated diameter of the planar molecule is 2.1 nm, twice the dimensions of HKUST-1 pores. In the recent conference transaction on which this work is based, 45 we reported the adsorption of m-xylene and 1,3,5tris(propan-2-yl)benzene in HKUST-1, demonstrating that molecules as big as trimesic acid cannot go through the pores of the MOF. In the same work this results was supported by experiments based on the sequential synthesis of HKUST-1 layers in solvents leading to crystals of different dimensions. If the first solvent used was water/methanol and the second DMSO/methanol, the small crystals typical of the second solvents could be found on top of big crystals synthesised in the first step, see ESI. Other insights on the effect of different solvents have been reported recently by Van Assche et al. 46 These tests give strong indications that MOF layers growth occurs at the MOF-electrolyte interface but are not conclusive. It was therefore decided to run a set of experiments using modified linkers to have elemental markers in the MOF structure. As modified versions of trimesic acid are not available commercially, this investigation had to be conducted with copper isonicotinate (Cu-INA), a MOF based on isonicotinic acid which can be purchased with fluorine and chlorine as substituent. These two halogen atoms are small enough to not sterically alter the framework and can be detected by EDS. The details of the deposition of pure Cu-INA(X) (with X = Cl or F) are reported in the ESI. To study the formation of multilayer coatings, the first formed layer must be stable in the solution used. Post-synthetic linker exchange has been reported by many authors with several MOFs, 47, 48 and is even more likely in the experiments reported here as the linkers used are very similar and the second layer is grown in synthesis conditions similar to those of the first one. We observed that with Cu-INA(X) layers, the linker substitution occurs even if no current is applied, and the morphology of the layers changes towards shapes more similar to those expected for the alternative linker, see Figure 7 . In fact, Cu-INA(F) and Cu-INA(Cl) can be easily discriminated under the microscope, as the crystals of the first are shaped liked cubes, and those of the second one as plates. Figure 7 shows the surface morphology of two Cu-INA(X) layers synthesised and then exposed to a solution of the other halogenated isonicotinate, with and The deposition of a coating made by a sequence of two layers of Cu-INA(X) was achieved by growing a thick and compact first layer, followed by the deposition of the second, exposing the MOF layer for as little time as possible to the solution with the new linker. The cross-sections of the samples were analysed by NanoSEM and EDS (Figure 8 ). Already from the analysis of the crystals and their positions, it might be said that the growth of new crystals happens on top of the existing one, but the elemental mapping shows unequivocally that this is what actually happens. A clear division in concentration of the halogen elements is observed: chlorine is found at the bottom when Cu-INA(Cl) is synthesised first, and at the top when Cu-INA(Cl) is synthesised last, and the analogous behaviour is observed for fluorine. Therefore, it can be stated that the first layer synthesised is found on the bottom of the film and the second on the top and hence MOF layers grow at the MOFelectrolyte interface by the diffusion of copper through the MOF layer.
Phase 4: detachment
During the last phase, crystals detach from the surface and expose empty spots of bare metal. This phase of the deposition has to be avoided if a high quality deposition is targeted. The reason behind the detachment is the mechanism of the MOF growth elucidated above. As demonstrated when using the fluorine and chlorine substituted nicotinic acid, the copper ions migrate through the MOF layer to react at the MOF-solution interface. This implies that the copper substrate below the MOF layer dissolves due to the electrochemical formation of copper ions creating voids below the MOF layer. These voids eventually lead to the buckling of the MOF layer (due to the compressive stresses shown previously) and detachment of single crystals or, more often, of large coating areas. Moreover, it is observed that during the anodic electrochemical MOF synthesis, the copper substrate does not dissolve uniformly, but dissolves preferentially at certain locations. These preferential sites do not correspond to the space between MOF crystals, but most probably to the grain boundaries of the substrate (Figure 9d ).
Cathodic deposition of HKUST-1
As described in the introduction, the cathodic deposition mechanism has already been studied and described in details for MOF-5. 20, 21 The stages in which the process evolves are similar to the initial ones shown above for the anodic synthesis: nucleation of dispersed nuclei, formation of islands of crystals, and intergrowth. An interesting difference with the anodic approach is that, at least for MOF-5, if two layers are synthesised sequentially, the second one is not found at the top of the first, but at the bottom, therefore the whole problem of detachment due to undercut does not apply for this approach. 49 In order to explore the mechanism of cathodic deposition in the case of a different MOF and increase the knowledge on the electrochemical technique, HKUST-1 was synthesised cathodically starting from a DMF/water solution containing copper(II) nitrate, trimesic acid, and sodium tetrafluoroborate as conductive electrolyte. The appearance of the films that can be obtained cathodically depends strongly on the potential applied. As can be observed from the XRD patterns of the samples, shown in Figure 10 , applying slightly cathodic potentials the substrates get covered only by copper (reaction 1), while starting from -1 V vs Ag/Ag(Crypt) + also HKUST-1 can be detected.
Cu 2+ + 2 e − ⇄ Cu 0 (7) 
The cathodic electrodeposition is due to a shift in the pH in the proximity of the electrode surface which has so far been attributed to the reduction of nitrates acting as pro-bases, reaction 2, 3, followed by 4. 20, 22 Due to the fact that nitrates in this environment get reduced at -1.6 V vs ref. 20 , it can be stated that for this MOF the reduction step does not (necessarily) pass via a pro-base like in the case of MOF-5, but it is the hydrogen evolving at the electrode which directly moves the equilibrium and triggers the deprotonation of the ligand, reaction 12 followed by 10 and 11. 2 2 + 2 − ⇄ 2 − + 2 (12) To be sure of this, CVs were run in a trimesic acid solution free of copper ions, see ESI. The onset of hydrogen formation, and consequent H3BTC deprotonation, is observable at -1.0 V vs ref., which is exactly the potential where the deposition of HKUST-1 is observed, see XRD in Figure 10 . At the same time, if copper ions are present in the solution, copper deposits at any potential more negative than the open circuit.
Already with MOF-5 it was observed that it is difficult to synthesise a layer free of co-deposited zinc metal, and the use of copper which is much nobler than zinc makes the co-deposition even more likely. In the case of HKUST-1 electrodeposition, moving towards more cathodic potentials, the amount of copper decreases in comparison to the MOF phase in the samples. At potentials more negative than -2 V vs Ag/Ag(Crypt) + the synthesised layers appear rough and uneven, probably due to the diffusion limitation of the reagents and side reactions. At very cathodic potentials one could expect the reduction of the coordination centres of the MOF to copper metal, as already reported by Loera-Serna et al. 50 or during electrophoretic deposition, 51 but, under the conditions tested, this reduction could not be observed or at least did not represent a major contribution to the composition of the layers or the shape and size of the crystals.
In all the samples synthesised it can be observed that the deposits are divided in two layers, a thin and adherent one, and a thick one, see ESI and Figure 11a . Using the SEM it was observed that the thick layer often sits on top of the thin one, and consists of relatively big and well interlocked octahedral crystals, while the thin one is composed of agglomerates and smaller crystals, see Figure 11 , Figure 12 , and ESI. From the crystals shape and layer composition (both phase and elemental, see ESI) it can be speculated that the top part is made out of HKUST-1 crystals, while the lower one by a co-deposited coating made out of copper and MOF. As seen before, MOF crystals shield the electrode surface from the supply of ligand, while just hamper the diffusion of metal ions. This might be a reason why, if the conditions are favourable for MOF formation in the proximity of the cathode, crystals nucleate and intergrown forming a layer of big crystals, while at the same time, closer to the surface, the concentration of ligand is lower and therefore smaller crystals and copper metal are the occurring phases. Choosing two potentials, e.g. -1.2 V and -1.6 V, it is possible to partially tune the amount of each layer. Coatings synthesised at more cathodic potentials consist mostly of the big crystals layer, do not have a good adhesion to the FTO plates and can be easily washed away after synthesis before they dry. On the other hand, layers synthesised at -1.2 V have a higher amount of the codeposited copper+small MOF crystal and overall better adhesion to the substrate: in fact only the crystals on the top of the coating detach upon washing.
The evolution of the layers during electrodeposition was monitored by synthesising samples at different times. Applying -1.2 V vs ref. it can be observed that copper metal deposits first (see XRD in ESI), creating a substrate where MOF crystals nucleate and grow. As can be seen from the SEM pictures reported in ESI, copper can always be seen from a top view at any time, which implies that it continues to deposit even when the MOF is nucleating and growing. Therefore a two phases codeposit is observed. On the other hand, applying -1.6 V, the first phase to deposit is HKUST-1, and only after a relatively long deposition time the signal of copper becomes visible in the XRD. This is probably due to the fact that more protons than copper ions get reduced at this potential significantly increasing the deprotonation of trimesic acid and consequent deposition of HKUST-1. As already observed by Li et al. with MOF-5, 20 the electrodeposition of HKUST-1 in the early stages follows a similar pattern as the one observed for the anodic synthesis: nucleation of small nuclei, islands growth, and intergrowth, see ESI. No detachment phase can be observed due to the absence of problems related to crystals undercut.
Considerations about the techniques
The choice of the substrate is regarded as the most evident difference between the anodic and cathodic deposition methods: allegedly, the anodic synthesis is limited by substrates containing the metal centres needed for the MOF Secondary Building Unit (SBU), while the cathodic synthesis is not bound to the choice of the substrate, as long as it is conductive. While at first glance this statement might be correct, the developments of both approaches showed a more complex pattern. On one hand, many metals can be deposited on conductive surfaces and then used as substrates to grow MOF anodically, 15 and it was demonstrated also that starting from electrodeposited hydroxides or not too stable oxides, it is possible to obtain anodically layers of MOFs containing rare earths on any conductive surface. 13 On the other hand, it was recently discovered that the actual mechanism of cathodic deposition of MOF-5 is not triggered only by the change of the pH which deprotonates the ligand, but passes via the synthesis of an hydroxide which is then converted into MOF, 21 and, if the parameters are optimised, all the hydroxide is transformed into a MOF layer at the end of the synthesis. 21 Therefore, the choice of the substrate should not be seen as a limitation for any of the two methods.
Crucial parameters to keep in consideration for the electrochemical method are the nature of the metal used and the pH of the solution. The pH is normally directly connected with the ligand used, since the pKa of the active sites of the ligand determines the pH required to have deprotonation. With the anodic approach, particularly in solutions containing water and oxygen, a high pH leads to the preferential production of oxides or hydroxides instead of free ions. The situation becomes worse for metals prone to passivation like nickel or aluminium, 19 while it is not an issue with more noble metals like copper 52 or which do not passivate in the used conditions, like iron. 15 On the other hand, also using the cathodic approach it is difficult to avoid the deposition of hydroxides or oxides (one of the reasons why all the syntheses reported so far are run in DMF), or pure metal, 20 except when using elements which are too anodic to be electrodeposited within the potential window of the electrolyte (like rare earths, Al or Mg) and the synthesis environment is also kept relatively acidic. 20, 22 The previous sections reported the case of a MOF which can be electrodeposited both anodically and cathodically. In both cases the crystallinity of the samples is very good, but the (microscopic) appearance of the layers is very different. Although this might be specific for HKUST-1, from the crosssections, anodically synthesised layers are more compact than those synthesised cathodically, but the bottom part of the latter are well mixed with co-deposited copper metal, which might be an advantage for adherence and for applications requiring fast heat transfer. Anodically synthesised samples can show microscopic defects due to undercut while, due to the different synthetic mechanism, cathodically deposited samples do not show these types of defects, but might have macroscopic ones (flaking) if the potential applied is too cathodic and not enough copper is co-deposited in the layer.
In order to deposit a new MOF layer electrochemically, all these concepts should be kept in mind before choosing if and which approach to use. For example, one of the reasons why carboxylates remain so popular for both anodic and cathodic syntheses is that their low pKa helps keeping the electrolyte acidic, which prevents the deposition of unwanted secondary phases. The metals used in the syntheses so far reported in literature are also indicative of the best approach to take: noble metals (copper), but not too noble since dissolution in necessary, and non-passivating ones (iron) are very practical for anodic deposition, while anodic ones (zinc and the rare earths) are more suitable for cathodic deposition. If both approaches work, like in the case of HKUST-1, the choice can be made by focusing on the application or on the practicability of the method. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss this issue but, for example, it might be speculated that for applications requiring good heat transfer and large amount of crystals, the co-deposited MOFcopper layers obtained cathodically are expected to be better than layers synthesised anodically. On the other hand, if a high amount of well adherent MOF per unit area is required, anodic layers, which are normally denser, seems to be more promising.
Regarding the possible scale-up of the electrochemical technique, it must be pointed out that the anodic synthesis requires either a metal, or an intermediate step to form the substrate, while the cathodic one makes use of metal ions, which are on average easier to acquire and cheaper. But the cathodic synthesis makes use of relatively expensive stabilising solvents as DMF to avoid rapid MOF formation in solution, while the anodic synthesis can make use of cheaper ones like alcohols. In the same time, the electrolytic bath of the anodic synthesis can be used for long times, and can easily stand weeks without degrading, while the cathodic one, having both metal ions and ligand in it, is prone to degradation yielding MOF crystals in solution. An experiment showed that the electrolyte bath for cathodic deposition can be used a few days after it is prepared, while the electrolyte bath for anodic deposition is still useable after months.
Conclusions
In this paper we studied and compared the anodic and the cathodic electrochemical deposition mechanisms of Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs).
A mechanism has been proposed to explain the anodic MOF electrodeposition process. The mechanism consist of four phases: (I) initial nucleation, (II) growth of MOF islands, (III) intergrowth, and (IIII) crystal detachment. When an electric potential is applied, a lag time is needed before the electrodeposition of MOF on a bare surface starts. The duration of this lag time depends on the applied current and arises from the time that is needed to reach the critical ion concentration threshold for nucleating the new MOF phase. The nucleation is progressive and the dimensions of the crystals depend on the synthesis time and choice of the solvent. The growth of MOF layers happens at the MOF-solution interface, meaning that copper ions are dissolved at the metal-MOF interface, migrate through the MOF layer and react with the linker from the solution. This leads to the creation of voids at the substrate-MOF interface that eventually lead to the buckling of the brittle MOF layers and detachment due to the undercutting of the MOF layer.
The cathodic approach was applied to the same MOF used to study the anodic method, HKUST-1. For this MOF, no pro-base is needed to start the synthesis, which therefore can start at potentials less cathodic in comparison to MOF-5. The films and the type of deposit are found to vary with the applied potential, and the nucleation and growth follow a similar pattern to the anodic one, although the phase which nucleates first, metal or MOF, is potential dependent. The adhesion of the layers to the substrate is due to the intergrowth of the metallic copper phase with the MOF, and the potential applied influences the ratio between metallic copper and MOF in the layers.
In general, when choosing to use the electrochemical method to synthesise layers, one should first focus on the nature of the metal to be used for the SBU (is it noble or not, does it passivate or make hydroxides..) and then on the choice of the ligand, which normally is connected to the solution pH. When these parameters are clear, the choice of anodic or cathodic approach becomes easier and sometimes, like in the case of HKUST-1, the layers can be obtained with both two techniques, and the resulting layers are not so different in crystallinity, but vary remarkably in the morphology, which may or may not be important for their application.
